
THE CHALLENGES 
Faced with budgetary pressures and aggressive performance goals, the City  
of Durham, North Carolina’s Solid Waste Department (SWD) was experiencing 
several operational and departmental issues:

•  The residential waste collection program was losing money and being 
threatened with the elimination of positions

•  The previously outsourced recycling program was being brought in-house  
to better manage resources, budget, and customer service

•  The overall operating budget for SWD wasn’t increasing, due to fiscal 
pressures in other areas of the municipal budget

While “do more with less” is a common story for many municipalities, Durham  
SWD wasn’t about to sit still and resign itself to ongoing inefficiency  
and ineffectiveness. The SWD team realized that it needed to do something 
quickly as pressure mounted to get organized—and do so in a manner  
that created smart, sustainable efficiencies throughout the department. 

THE SOLUTION 

Recognizing its situation and the importance of moving swiftly, SWD immediately 
undertook a critical examination of its processes. One particular area of business 
stuck out like a sore thumb: operations planning. Specifically, route management  
and planning were still done the old-fashioned way, without the benefit of any 
contemporary software tools. So SWD turned to RouteSmart Technologies  
for an answer.

“We had heard about automated routing software and how it was being used  
by other municipalities,” said Felishia Ward, GIS Analyst for Durham SWD.  
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“Once we put a bid out and evaluated various offerings and experience, we chose 
RouteSmart Technologies as the partner to help us move forward.”

With the software in hand, Durham SWD then organized a strategy for improvement. 
Its objectives were simple, and, armed with the RouteSmart for ArcGIS® solution, 
Durham SWD realized they were also attainable:

• Rebalance the workload across all operating divisions

•  Decrease, wherever possible, the number of collection vehicles required  
to serve the house-count

•  Integrate with mobile data collection devices to pinpoint bulky items,  
yard waste, and other customer-related items

In 2008, Durham SWD began a multiphase implementation of RouteSmart to 
address each of its challenges. Starting with a pilot project program that focused  
on smaller routes, Durham quickly organized processes for data collection and route 
performance and established a feedback loop to enable supervisors and crews  
to give input into the route reengineering process. “While it all looks good on paper 
and the screen, there is always the human factor that has to be accounted for when 
implementing technology of this nature,” Ward continued. “You’ve got to have buy-in 
from all stakeholders—you can’t just force a solution upon the crews or supervisors 
and expect them to perform.”

THE RESULT 
Taking advantage of RouteSmart Technologies’ four decades of experience and 
expertise in municipal and private waste collection operations, it didn’t take long  
for Durham SWD to see benefits of the implementation. 

Once the pilot projects were complete, Durham SWD began to intensely apply  
the software to all operating divisions within its realm of responsibility. In one area 
alone, daily collection routes were reduced from 26 to 18— a 30% improvement over 
its manually planned and administered routes. Additionally, customer service was 
improved and realized through fewer missed streets/stops and the establishment  
of a feedback loop for drivers to report issues such as potholes or other service 
issues in the field.

“It’s great to be able to make management decisions based on what the software 
suggests. We are able to use many of the statistics calculated in the software— 
such as crew cost and fuel economy statistics—to review with our executive-level 
management in preparing and managing our budget,” Ward concluded. “With the  
ability to break costs down to the route level, we’ve got great information to use  
to collaborate with our team in making fiscal decisions that affect the department.”

“RouteSmart helped Durham 
SWD do more with less, 
increasing efficiency  
without compromise.”

“RouteSmart gives us  
great information to use  
to collaborate with our  
team in making fiscal 
decisions that affect  
the department.”
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THE SOLUTION (continued)

Get more out of your routes. 
Visit www.routesmart.com or call 1 .800.977.7284
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